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Power law decay backwards in time 
is now available in the sampling toolbar. 

Select days backwd to sample

to show the sampling toolbar.

Default is Uniform sampling, 
meaning, we resample the 252 days 
equally weighted when generating 
the Monte Carlo paths.

If we set this option, the number 
to the right comes into play, the 
power factor.



quadratic decay (power factor 2)

cubic decay (power factor 3)

square root decay (power factor 0.5)

increasing the power factor gives  
less weight to older data in a more 

subtle manner than setting 
the sampling window smaller 

(days backwd to sample)

more weight given to older data 
than linear

example power law decay distributions



Power factor set to 0 behaves 
like the uniform distribution setting

Power factor set to 1 behaves 
like the linear distribution setting

linear decay back in time 

more recent points have a 
greater chance 

of getting selected to be part 
of a Monte Carlo path

uniform distribution 

every data point within 
the resampling window 
has an equal chance of  

getting selected to be part of 
a Monte Carlo path



Bulk backtest of TSLA  
with default uniform sampling

Bulk backtest of TSLA  
with power law at 2 (quadratic)

notably different numeric forecasts 

significantly  
different forecast 

envelopes

green forecast 
"drift" much higher 

slope on right

much lower envelope 
range on left



Bulk backtest of TSLA  
with default uniform sampling

Bulk backtest of TSLA  
with power law at 2 (quadratic)

Which is better? 
E.g. more accurate? 

We can't know 
immediately. 

Need to do  
more extensive 
backtesting & 

validation. 

(See slide set 1 
for more details 

on model validation). 



If historical data changes dramatically  
in short periods of time 

(e.g. big change in volatility in different windows of time)...

• Then choosing different sampling distributions will yield 
differing models, which will yield different forecasts.


